Let X be an arbitrary category, and let 90c be any family of its morphisms. It is known [3] that there is a category X/W (the Gabriel-Zisman "category of fractions of X by 30c ") having the same objects as X, and a covariant functor 7j:Jf-> X/'OJl which is the identity on objects, such that r¡(f) is invertible in X/Wl for each/e 9JÎ.
This theorem is mentioned in [3] . However, no detailed construction of(Jf/Wl, -n) having the generality we require appears in the literature, so we will give a proof of 1.1 in the Appendix. It follows directly from our construction, and we will need this in the sequel, that Thus 77: jTaJT/SK is an equivalence^).
Whenever 9JI <= 9JF, the canonical projection 77' : cii -> tf/W sends each a e 9JI to an invertible morphism, so there is a unique covariant functor A : JF/9JÍ -> Jf/W such that 77' = A o 77. ( 2) The unique factorization property characterizes (17, JT/SB!) up to an equivalence; for the same technique can be used to prove: Let á? be any category, and let A: Jf -+ Se be a covariant functor such that A(a) is invertible for each a 6 SO!. Assume that for each category -S?, every covariant functor T: Jf-^¿e such that T(a) is invertible for each a e sm factors uniquely through A. Then there is a unique equivalence A : Jf/SDI» @ with A=A o v. Proposition 1.3 is a special case of 1.4. Theorem. Let r¡: X -» X/W be a canonical projection, and let 97c = {/|ij(/) is invertible}. Then there exists a unique equivalence A: X/IJlxX/ffî satisfying Aor¡ = rj. Moreover, 30c is the largest class containing 9JZ for which such an equivalence holds.
Proof. Since 9K cfi, we have a unique A: X/m -> X/% with ij = A o v. Since 7)if) is invertible for each fe SDc, there is also a A-.X/m^X/Tl such that 7y = Ao^. Thus, ?7 = A°Aoij and r¡ = A°Aor¡, so by the unique factorization property we find AoA = l, A«A=1, therefore A is an equivalence. To see that 9JÎ is maximal, note that if 9Jc0=>9)c, there is only one A' such that rj0 = A' o jj, and if /e9JÎ0-9JÎ, then r¡0if) is invertible whereas ij(f) is not, so that A' cannot be an equivalence.
2. Homotopy. Let 9JÍ be an arbitrary class of morphisms in an arbitrary category X, and let r¡ : X -> X/ïiïl be the canonical projection. Denote the 9K-homotopy class of fie X(X, Y) by [/fe and the set of all Mhomotopy classes in X(X, Y) by [A", Ffe. From 2.2 it follows in the usual way that (1) there is a category JT(SOc) whose objects are those of X and whose morphisms are the 90c-homotopy classes, and (2) the function p : X ->■ XÇSR) which is the identity on objects and sends each/to [f]m, is a covariant functor (4) .
This method of defining a homotopy notion in a category is reasonable, in that by a suitable choice (in fact, many choices) of 9JÎ, one gets the usual notion of homotopy in the category Top of all topological spaces and continuous maps. This will follow from the general (3) Precisely,/: JT-> r"is an SDi-homotopy equivalence if there exists ag: Y -> X such that f°g~\ mod sot and g °f~l mod St. (4) In particular, if c : A ->■ A is such that c » /= c ° g for every f, g: Z -^-A, then whenever c e TO, the set [Z, /4]gj¡ consists of a single element. [June 2.3. Theorem. Let Fi be a category and ~ an equivalence relation in each F (A, B) such that the transformation h: F ->-FH taking each object A to itself and each f to its ~ -class is a covariant functor.
Assume that, iff^fii '■ X-> Y then there exists an object 7X e J^ and morphisms, r: Tx -> X, z'o, z'i: X-> Ix, F: Ix -> Y, such that r ° i¡= 1 andfj = F' ° i¡ (j=0, 1).
Finally, let 9JI be a class of morphisms in F and r¡ : F ->-F/W the projection.
Then
(a) Ifr¡(r) is invertible in F/^SR, thenf0~fi implies/0=/i mod 90Í. (b) Ifh(a) is invertible in F"for each a e 9Jc, thenf0^fii mod 901 implies f0~fix.
Proof, (a) Assume f0~fx. Since 77(7) ° 77(z'3)= 1 (j=0, 1) and r¡(r) is invertible, we find that each r¡(i,) is invertible, and that r¡(i0) = r¡(r)~1 = 7](ix). Thus ri(fo) = v(F)7](io) = v(nv(ii) = v(fi) so/oSA mod 90Í. (b) Because of C2, the functor h has a factorization h = A o 77 ; therefore t7(/0) =r¡(fx) implies h{f0) = hifix), i.e., that/0~/i. This completes the proof.
Let Jf=Top and ~ the usual homotopy in Top; then by taking 901 to be any one of the four classes : 11 = all homotopy equivalences, S3 = all maps r: Xxl^-X, where r(x, t) = x, 9 = all maps i: X-+ Xx I, where z'(x) = (x, 0), X = all inclusion maps j: W -> X, where j(W) is a zero-set(5) and a strong deformation retract of X, it follows immediately from 2.3 that 9Jc-homotopy is exactly the same as the usual homotopy.
We shall say that two classes 9JÎ, 9i in a category F determine the same notion of homotopy, and write [SD?] = [9ic], whenever f^g mod 9JÎ if and only iff~g mod 9Î. As the examples in Top show, distinct classes may yield the same homotopy notion. We now examine briefly some questions that arise, such as: to find conditions assuring that the 901-homotopy equivalences determine the same homotopy notion as Tt itself.
Let 901 be fixed, let 77 : F ->-JF/90Í be the canonical map, and let W = {fi\l(fi) is invertible}, £(90î) = {f\y(fi) is invertible and has some r¡(g) as inverse} = {/|/is an 9Jt-homotopy equivalence}.
It is clear that, if M^yi, then 91= 5c and F(9JÎ)cE(yt). The general relation of these concepts is Proof. "If": We need show only that m^ECM). Let/e9Jc; then r¡if) has an inverse Gin XfOR; since -q is epic, G=-qig) for some g in X, so fie £(9Jl). "Only if": We have seen in 1.2 that each given G in X/ffl has a factorization as G=/" °&"°■ ■ ""/i ° «i, where each/= ?;(/) for some/ in X, and each Sj is the inverse of some Tj(a(). In particular, each ce¡ e 901 = £(90c), so 7?(a() has some ??(&) for inverse and, since inverses are unique, â, = ij(|Si). Thus, G = -n[fn ° ßn°-■ -°fii° ßx] and -n is epic.
Corollary.
Let 9JI be any class. Then there exists a unique maximal stable class 9Jcc9Jt with the following property: ifüt^W is stable, then 9c<=90c.
Proof. In view of our constructions, the empty class 0 <=9jc is (1.3) clearly stable. It is therefore enough to show that the union of any family of stable classes is stable. Let {9JlÄ | ß e B} be the family of all stable classes in 9Jc, so that each t)":X-* X/mB is epic; letting 9Jc = lJ Wle, we will prove that r¡: X -> X/Û is also epic. Each morphism G in X/Wl has a factorization G=fn = «,«•• •»/ o fi1, (e) I.e., for each A, B and/e hom (A, B), there exists an/: A ->■ B with i)(/)=/ Note that the stability of aJt implies that each hom {A, B) is in fact a set, cf. footnote 14, 15.
[June where each y, = 77(/) for some / in F. Each a¡ lies in some 9Jcj so there is a ßt in F with 7,08,) = a, in Jf/9DÎ,. Since (1.4) there is an f¡t: JT/901, -> JT/90c with 77 = ^ o 77;, it follows that v(ßu = &i in F/m and therefore that v(fn° ßn°-■-°fi ° ßi) = G. This completes the proof.
The maximal stable class 901 may not give the same notion of homotopy as 90c. In fact, there are notions of 90i-homotopy that cannot be obtained from any stable class: in example (B) above, 901 = 9c and, indeed, 901-homotopy cannot be obtained from a stable class. Moreover, F(9Jc) ^ F(90c) in general (cf. Appendix A5).
The machinery developed so far can be applied to any covariant functor <J> : F -> if to introduce into F a notion of homotopy induced (or adapted to) the functor O.
2.9. Definition. Let 3>: F ^-if be any covariant functor. Let
The homotopy in F determined by the class 9Jc(<5) is called O-homotopy. The category JT/90c(<I>) is written F* and is essentially the category first studied by Bauer in [1] . Observe that, because of C2, the functor <t> has a unique factorization <D = A o 77 through Jf*. It follows from this that 9Jc(<I>) = [9Jc(<l>)]~ always:
for, if/e [90c((p)]-, then r¡(f) is invertible, therefore so also is A(rl(f)) = i>(f), consequently fie 9Jc(0); thus, [90c(d>)]~ <=3¡Tc((p) and the opposite inclusion is trivial.
We give some applications of <t>-homotopy.
(1) Let <J>: Top^-Ens be the forgetful functor. Then/is <î-homotopic to g if and only if f=g. For, consider the factorization <J>=Aot7 through Jf*. If 77(F) = 77(g), then Q>(f) = Q>(g) so that/=g as maps of sets; and the converse is trivially true. The class 90c = 9Jc(<F) consists of all bijective continuous maps, whereas F(9Jc) is the class of all bijective bicontinuous maps (i.e., homeomorphisms).
(2) Let F be the category of spaces dominated by CW-complexes, let (SZ be the category of graded groups and degree zero homomorphisms, and let -n : F -> <&z be the total homotopy functor. Then two maps are 7r-homotopic if and only if they are homotopic. For, we apply 2.3 because (a) each projection r: Xx 7->-Xis such that 7r(r) is invertible, therefore r e 9Jc0r), consequently 77O") is invertible, and (b) if fie 90c(tt), i.e., if tt(/) is invertible, then, by Whitehead's theorem [6] /is a homotopy equivalence and therefore h(f) is invertible. Note that, again using Whitehead's theorem, the class 9Jc(tt) is stable, so that 77: F -> Fn is epic. Similarly, if Fi is the category of Kan-complexes, then 7r-homotopy in F is exactly Kan-homotopy.
(3) Let F be the category of all simply connected CW-complexes, and 77: F -> 'S2 the total homology functor. Exactly the same considerations as in (2) reveal 77-homotopy to be the usual homotopy. Using 77: F -^ ^z on the category of ess complexes yields a homotopy notion extending the usual one for Kancomplexes. And on the category F of chain-complexes, 77-homotopy yields the usual notion of chain-homotopy.
Thus, the various notions of homotopy encountered, and usually defined differently, in various categories turn out to be essentially the homotopy relation determined in the above manner by a suitable covariant functor. For arbitrary contravariant functors, one turns to the dual category. =g'°/xand/z°g'=/ We are requiring simply that every triangle involving p which can be equalized by a morphism belonging to 90c, can be made itself commutative. Note that if 901-homotopy is used in X, the conditions p ° g° p=f° p and g ° p=g' ° p. imply, by 2.2(d), that p ° g^/mod 90c and g^g' mod 901. The relations between 901-homotopy and 90î-fibration will be considered after we verify that the class of 901-fibrations has the properties usually required of fibrations. Proof, (a) is trivial. g':X-^-E' such that h°g' = G and p'°g'=f Since also h~ ° ig' <> p) = G ° p=h° ig ° p) and p'°ig ° p)=fi° p=p'°ig'° p), the uniqueness of a morphism IF-> £' satisfying these two conditions in a cartesian diagram shows g' ° p=g ° p and therefore we find that/z' is an 9Jc-fibration. The second part is proved in a similar manner.
We now examine the notion of 9Jc-fibration in Top, using the classes, and the symbols for those classes, that are listed following Theorem 2.3. We have Proof. The first part was established in 2.3. Let now p: £-» 7i be a S-fibration; we show it has the covering homotopy property, i.e., that it is a Hurewicz fibration. We start with the commutative diagram / X-^ E 'I l> Xxl->B F where z'(x) = (x, 0). Let r : Xx I-> X be the map r(x, t) = x; we then have ; f ° r where £° i=p °f=p °/° r ° i. Since p is a S-fibration, there is an F: Xxl^¡-E with p o F=F and F ° z'=/° r ° i=fi so that £ is a homotopy of/covering F, and therefore p is a Hurewicz fibration.
Conversely, let p: E^-B be a Hurewicz fibration. The morphisms in 9 being simply the maps i: Ar-> A"x/, we consider any diagram B in which p o fio i=F° i; since p is a Hurewicz fibration, there is a homotopy F of fi" i covering £, so that/z ° £=£and/o i=F° /. Thus, ^ is a SB-fibration, and the proof is complete.
If 901 eg?, it is clear(9) that {9c-fibrations}c{90î-fibrations}. Moreover, (a) Two classes may determine the same notion of homotopy, but distinct notions of fibration.
Example in Top: We have seen that S3 determines the same homotopy notion as 9, that is, the usual notion of homotopy. However, every continuous map is a 93-fibration: for, clearly, S3 <=(all continuous surjections), and, if p. is surjective, the condition p°g°p=.f°p of Definition 3.1 implies that p ° g=f; thus, every continuous p: £-> B belongs to {surjective map fibrations} c{S3-fibrations}.
(b) Two classes may determine the same notion of fibration but distinct notions of homotopy.
Example in Top: Let 901 = class of all identity maps lA:A-+A.
Then every continuous map is an 901-and also a SS-fibration ; yet 33-homotopy is the usual notion of homotopy, whereas we have seen that 90c-homotopy is simply equality.
From this viewpoint, the notions of homotopy and of fibration are independent. In the category Top, the Hurewicz fibrations appear as a concept dependent on a particular class of morphisms that happens to yield the usual homotopy notion, rather than as a concept dependent on the homotopy notion itself(10).
Returning to 3.1, we shall establish a simple criterion for two classes to determine the same notion of fibration. This is based on 3.4. Theorem. Let 901, 2, be two classes of morphisms in X. Assume that for each p.: W-> X, p e 90Î, there exist a A: F->-Z, A e 2 and morphisms in X such that As an application, 3.5. In Top, {X-fibrations} = {Hurewicz fibrations}. Proof. Clearly, &<=£, so {3£-fibrations}<={S-fibrations}. For the converse, let P : W ->• X, p e X, be given ; we identify IF with a subset of X in order to cut down excessive notation, and let <D:r£l be a strong deformation retraction. Choose where r=retraction, p = inclusion, A(x) = (x, 0) andy'(x) = (x, </>(x)) is easily seen to be commutative. Thus, {Ö-fibrations}c{3e.fibrations} and, with 3.3, the theorem is proved. We recall that, in Top, a fibration is called regular whenever a covering homotopy can always be chosen stationary at all the points where the given homotopy is stationary(n). Let S be the family of all inclusions p: A -> X, where A is a (") An example of a nonregular Hurewicz fibration, as well as a general condition on a topological space B that assures the regularity of every Hurewicz fibration over B, is given in [5] . strong deformation retract of X, and let 2B be the class of all maps XB: X-> XB = iXxf)(JriBxI B, re 33, where B^X is arbitrary, and AB =/>B o / with z'eS and pB: A"x/->-XB the identification. Clearly, 3£c¿E and Seggen, so that every $-and every SB-fibration is a Hurewicz fibration.
3.7. Theorem(12). In Top {£-fibrations}={%8-fibrations}={regular Hurewicz fibrations}.
Proof. The proof that {9S-fibrations} = {regular Hurewicz fibrations} is a repetition ofthat for 3.3, with A'x /replaced by suitable XB and S replaced by SB. Because %&<=$, we have {X-fibrations} <= {S8-fibrations}. To prove the converse inclusion, let p:A-+ X, p.e%, be given, let <D:r^l, be a strong deformation retraction of X onto A ; then a continuous <S> : XA -> X such that 3> o pA = cp exists. Let z'i : X -*■ A" x / be the map x -> (x, 1) ; then the diagram withy^/)^ o fls is commutative and <E> °j=l. Thus, by 3.5, the proof is complete.
As in the previous section, a covariant functor O: X -> jSf gives rise to a notion of <D-fibration, i.e., 90c(cp)-fibration. Observe that, if n:X-^&z is the total homotopy functor on the category of spaces dominated by CW-complexes, then the corresponding notion of 3>-fibration is not that of Hurewicz fibration, but of a certain subset : for, 90c(O) = set of all homotopy equivalences and S <= 90c(<I>) so that {90c(<I))-fibrations} c{S-fibrations}={Hurewicz fibrations}. This concept depends on the class 901 itself rather than on the homotopy notion that 90c determines. In fact, the corresponding homotopy notions may be the same, and the associated cofibrations different, since 4.2. Theorem. In the category Top, such that r°g' = rog and g' °j=fi i.e., g'(e) = (x0, 000) and 0 °y'=0.
Conversely, assume that the property is satisfied for7: B -> £, and consider any diagram 7i where r °f=r ° g °j. Using the projections on each factor, write f(b) = (fx (b) ,f¡ (b) ) and g(e) = (gx(e), gi(e)); the commutativity requirement assures fx(b)=gx(jb); but f¡(b) = t/>j(b) for suitable 0: £->7, so that g'(<?) = (gx(e), 0(e)) is the desired map.
In particular, if j: B -> £ is inclusion onto a retract of £, then 7 is a 33-cofibration. Moreover, 4.3. If B is a functional Hausdorff space(13), then each SS-cofibration 7: B -> £ is injective.
Proof. Let 7: 7?->-£ be a map such that 7'(Zz0) =j(bx) for some b0^bx. There exists a map 0: 7? -> 7 with 0(¿zo)=O,0(Zz1)=l;and0 cannot factor as <j>=0 ° / It is interesting to note that, within this framework, {8-fibrations} = {Hurewicz fibrations} has {9-cofibrations} = {all morphisms} for dual; and that {SS-fibrations} ={all morphisms} has {SS-cofibrations} = (a restricted class of morphisms) for dual.
For a covariant functor <& : F -^ 21 the notion of $-cofibration is defined, in the customary manner, to be that of 9Jc(<ï>)-cofibration. For contravariant functors, one uses the dual category, in which fibrations are exchanged against cofibrations.
5. Weak 9Jc-fibrations. We recall that, in the category Top, a map p : E -> B is called a Dold fibration ( = a map with the WCHP in [2] ) if for each commutative diagram Remarks. (1) If 901 is such that 90c n X<X, X) = {lx : X-+ X} for each XeX, then {weak 90c-fibrations} = {90c-fibrations}.
(2) If 901 is any class that contains all the identity morphisms, then each 901-fibration is also a weak 90c-fibration.
(3) Unlike the 90i-fibrations, it is not in general true that (30c c 9c) => ({weak 9Î-fibrations}c{weak 901-fibrations}).
5.3. Definition. For any family 90c of morphisms in Top, we let 90ce = 90c u {all identities} and 90c* = 90ce u 9L Then 5.4. Theorem. In the category Top, (a) {weak Xe-fibrations} = {weak %e-fibrations}={Hurewicz fibrations}; (b) {weak X*-fibrations} = {weak %*-fibrations} = {Dold fibrations}.
Proof, (a) follows immediately from Remark (1) Everything which has been said for weak 9JÎ-fibrations can be dualized in the usual fashion, to yield weak 901-cofibrations.
Appendix. In this section, we will give a proof of Theorem 1.1. We also include an example to show that in general £(£(9Jc)) =¿ £(90c) and £(90c)^£(90c).
Let Fi be an arbitrary category, and let 901 be any subclass of its morphisms ; the case that 90Î is the family of all morphisms in Ff is not excluded. We denote the elements of 9Jc by small Greek letters, a, ß,.... 
